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Coherent instrumentation radar~-,.G~ 
goes on line at White Sar:-tds 
Target velocity is measured directly by 
integral pulse-doppler signal processor, 
in mobile radar built by RCA. 

Elmer T. Ebersol 
Editor ---

A new generation radar, the 
Army AN/MPS-36, built by 
RCA's Missile and Surface Radar 
Division, was accepted by the 
Army's White Sands Missile 
Range on January 20th as the 
first unit under a $4.9 million con
tract with the missile range. 

Extensive use of integrated cir
cuitry and modern design tech
niques makes possible a sufficient
ly compact system for mobility. 
The entire system can be taken 
down and moved to a new site 
ready for operation by a four
man crew within eight hours .. 
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Designed to be used on the 
Missile Range, either separately 
or in conjunction with earlier 
radars, the AN /MPS-36 will be 
employed to pinpoint trajectory 
and velocity of targets flown over 
the White Sands range. It is the 
first instrumentation radar to 
measure target velocity directly 
as an inherent part of its design. 

Some of the unique features of 
the AN /MPS-36 radar are as fol
lows: 
• New five-horn monopulse feed. 
This feed provides for polariza
tion switching-horizontal, verti
cal, left-circular or right-circular 
-by miniature electromechanical 

C-Band missile radar-This mobile instrumentation radar was turned over to 
the Army in January for precision missile-tracking assignments on the White 
Sands Missile Range. Designated the AN/MPS-36, the radar can be moved 
from site-to-site and be in operation eight hours after arrival. Its antenna 
is mounted on a 36-ft trailer and its electronics are contained in a 40-ft van 
(right). The radar was developed by RCA's Missile and Surface Radar Divi
sion, Moorestown, N. J., under a $4.9 million contract from the White Sands 
Missile Range. The operations engineer in the photo is using an optical device 
that aids the radar in acquiring its targets. 
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switches mounted in stripline for 
low-level signals and by wave
guide transfer switches for high
level · signals. Antenna gain is 43-
45 dB; beamwidth is 1.2 deg and 
sidelobes are down 20 dB. 
• Fiberglass 12-ft antenna reflec
tor is foam filled for light weight 
and metallized for electrical con
ductivity. As a result, surface tol
erance of 0.050 in. rms is achiev
ed and the resonant frequency 
has been reduced to 40 Hz loaded. 
• Rf head is mounted separately 
on a flat-bed trailer for compo
nent accessibility and to lighten 
the weight on the antenna pedes
tal. A 4-dB or better noise figure 
is achieved. 
• A two-channel monopulse sys
tem is employed instead of the 
usual three-channels and reduces 
hardware requirements while in
creasing operational reliability. If 
one channel fails, the radar can 
continue tracking with reduced 
S/N ratio and accuracy. Also, the 
two-channel system is relatively 
insensitive to gain and phase 
tracking 'over the frequency band 
(5400-5900 MHz). 
• Crossed-field amplifier tubes 
are used in the transmitter re
sulting in a simple but powerful 
design that meets all required 
specs. 
• A data-computer system is built 
in rather than as an "add on." 
The computer can be used also to 
check out the entire radar system. 
Swing-out rack construction pro
vides ease in maintenance. 
• High reliability is assured by 
extensive use of integrated ~ir
cuits, conservative derating of 
components and avoidance of 
moving parts where possible. 

The radar can track targets 
traveling at up to 40,000 miles per 
hour at ranges up to 32,000 nauti
cal miles, and range can be meas
ured to within nine feet at this 
distance. Velocity can be meas
ured to better than one foot per 
second. 

(continued on p. 22) 
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TWT and BWO replacements ... 
Avantek has them 

informatiqrti .·.· 
' • :-'. .t . 

THIN FILM AND DISCRETE AMPLIFIERS 

Model Frequency (GHz) Gain Options (dB) Configuration Model I Frequency (GHz) I Configuration 

AMT-1000 Thin film AV 7100 

I 
1.0 - 2.0 I Broad Band VIG Tuned 

Series .1 - 1.0 15,30,45, 60 Hermetically sealed 
case with SMA AV 7200 2.0 - 4.0 Transistor Oscillators 

AMT-2000 9, 18, 26, 35, Connectors. 
Series .1 - 2.0 42,50 

UAT-1000 Thin film AV 8100 
Series .1 -1.0 15,30 Ceramic flat-packs Series 1.0 - 2.0 

with stripline Fixed Tuned Fundamental 
UAT-2000 Connectors. AV 8200 Transistor Oscillator 
Series .1 - 2.0 9, 18,26 Series 2.0 - 4.0 with 

AM-2000 Discrete AFC Capability. 

Series 1.0 - 2.0 25,30 Component AV 8400 

AM-4400 
SMA or TYPE N Series 4.0 - 5.5 

Series 2.0 - 4.4 25,30,35 
Connectors. 
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./ ~e£Ns/Coherent Radar 
' ( continued from p. 20) 

The AN /MPS-36 system is con
tained in two mobile units. A 40-
ft van houses the major electronic 
components, including· the com
puter-processor. The transmitter 
and antenna pedestal are mount
ed on a 36-ft trailer. 

Many of the design features are 
noteworthy. Take the angle-posi
tioning system, for instance, where 
the newly-designed pedestal for the 
antenna is servo controlled by 
single-speed de torquers that drive 
the two axes directly without con
ventional geared electric or hy
draulic motors. Direct drive de 
tachometers mounted integrally 
with the torquers close minor rate
loops around the servo drives. 
High mechanical stiffness results. 
At speeds to 1.0 radian per second, 
servo noise is only 0.05 mils rms. 
Position and velocity resolution is 
better than 0.01 mil and 0.01 mil/ 
sec respectively, with under 10 per 
cent tracking velocity jitter at the 
low speed of one revolution in 
7-1/2 days! 

A beacon coder is built into the 
range system. If desired, a group 
of up-to-four additionally closely
spaced pulses can be transmitted 
immediately following each ''.main 
bang," providing a 5-pulse code. 
The number of pulses and spacings 
is adjustable for compatibility with 
beacon decoders. 

The C-band AN /MPS-36 radar 
includes a general-purpose digital 
data processor and a digital tape 
recorder. The computer is a com
pact 24-bit word device with an 
8192-word memory. Azimuth, ele
vation, range and doppler binary 
data are converted into decimal 
numbers for console presentations. 
Angle servo bandwidths are ad
justed according to tracking error. 
Both standard deviation and lag 
errors are assessed; and, if stand
ard deviation is excessive, bal}d
width is decreased. If lag error is 
excessive, bandwidth is increased 
to achieve an optimum compro
mise. Output data is corrected in 
azimuth and elevation, essentially 
eliminating the effects of angle 
servo lag errors. Corrections are 
also made for pedestal mis-orienta
tion relative to grid north, pedes
tal leveling and antenna droop. 

The AN /MPS-36 transmitter is 
more compact and lighter weight 
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AN/MPS-36 Radar Console. One operator can control the entire radar from 
this console. A TV screen just above the console also allows observation 
of the radar's target by means of a TV camera mounted on the antenna. 
The console, as well as the remainder of the system electronics, is contained 
in the 40-ft van. 

than its predecessor, the transmit
ter for the non-coherent AN /MPS-
25 transmitter. This was accom
plished by the design of a new type 
cross-field amplifier for the final 
stage of the coherent chain. The 
amplifier can deliver one mega
watt at 5400-5900 MHz with a duty 
cycle of 0.001. The tube and its 
related 29-kV power supply are 
liquid cooled. The usual modula
tion transformer is eliminated 
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along with its accompanying re
strictions on system performance. 

Detailed analysis of the AN/ 
MPS-36 Radar is given in a techni
cal paper, "RCA's newest coherent 
instrumentation radar" by M. 
Robert Pagla, in RCA Microwave 
Technology (1969), pp 16-20, pub
lished by RCA Defense Electronic 
Products, Moorestown, N. J. 08057. 
For a reprint, circle @0§) on the 
Reader Service Card. 7 
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